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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Montana Broadcasters Association has awarded two freshman radio-television scholarships to Montana high school graduates, it was announced by Philip J. Hess, assistant professor of journalism and director of the radio-tv studios at Montana State University.

The two, who will enroll as freshmen in the radio-tv curriculum at MSU in the fall, are George Peck Jr. of Deer Lodge and Larry Foust of Laurel.

Peck, a graduate of Powell County High School, was co-editor of his school newspaper and a member of the school's Boys' Quartet. He is working at radio station KDRG in Deer Lodge this summer.

Foust, who graduated from Laurel High School, was editor of his school paper and a member of the debate team. He is working on the staff of the Laurel Outlook weekly newspaper during the summer.
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